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Description

According to the documentation "You may clone a snapshot from one pool to an image in another pool."

However, the dashboard "Clone RBD" UI only allows me to define a new name for the clone. If more than one Ceph pool with the

"rbd" application label exists, this dialogue should allow me to choose the target pool where the clone should be created (defaulting

to the pool of the source snapshot).

History

#1 - 08/29/2018 11:08 AM - Lenz Grimmer

 Screenshot%20from%202018-08-29%2013-06-33.png 

#2 - 09/03/2018 10:24 AM - Ricardo Marques

- Subject changed from mgr/dashboard: Unable to create RBD clone in different pool to mgr/dashboard: Unable to create RBD snapshot clone in

different pool

#3 - 10/19/2018 10:49 AM - Dan Guo

- File Clone-rbd-snap.png added

I just found out that this bug was fixed in Ceph 14.0.0 (nautilus).

#4 - 07/25/2019 04:45 PM - Ricardo Marques

- File clone1.png added

- File clone2.png added

- Status changed from New to Rejected

- Target version deleted (v14.0.0)

The screenshot in this issue is from the RBD snapshot creation modal.

To clone a snapshot you must select a previously created snapshot, and use the "Clone" action:
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http://docs.ceph.com/docs/master/rbd/rbd-snapshot/#cloning-a-snapshot


Then you are able to select a different pool:

 

This issue can be closed.
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#5 - 04/15/2021 05:28 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard

- Category changed from 139 to Component - RBD
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